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ABOUT US
Revamp Panels is dedicated to efficient 
solution based design. As a full-service 
design, engineering, fabrication, and finishing 
company, with a background in construction 
and architecture, our products are designed 
to suit your individual project needs.

To order or for information, call 509.919.0460 or visit revamppanels.com

What
Revamp Railing assemblies are 
ideal for high-end railing and 
guardrail use applications. We offer 
two standard styles to choose 
from, square tube steel and flat 
bar. Both provide a unique, modern 
aesthetic to your project. Standard 
and custom patterns are available. 
Compliment your project with 
branding to create a continuity of 
branded and identity elements 
throughout the project.



Welded & Mechanical Assemblies
Revamp offers both welded and mechanically assembled railing systems. Welded systems allow for the ease of  
installation with pre-assembled railing sections, custom designed to fit your site requirements. Mechanical systems 
come as flat pack individual components. They go together quickly and easily while allowing a wide degree of 
installation flexibility. Mechanical systems also allow for multi-colored railing systems. All components are 
pre-finished and received ready for assembly including all necessary fasteners and hardware1.

Custom
Revamp railing assemblies are not limited to square post and rail, flat bar assemblies, or flat panels. Revamp’s design 
team is skilled at creating custom and unique railing assemblies. We can fabricate railing assemblies to exact 
specification including spiral railings, curved panels, round post and rail components, concealed fasteners, and more. 
Maintain design continuity with coordinated stair and landing transitions. Let us help you develop a standard railing 
assembly for modular and repeated installation.

Flat Panels
Perhaps you’d like to infill Revamp panels into a railing 
system structure provided by other or use multiple materials 
for your railing. No problem. Revamp can provide flat panels 
for any railing assembly. Flat panels are a great alternative 
to glass infill panels. Need visual impact? Utilize Revamp 
decorative flat panels as statement pieces in your railing 
system.

To order or for information, call 509.919.0460 or visit revamppanels.com



Engineering & Code Compliance
All guardrail and railing assemblies are engineered to meet or exceed building and jurisdiction code requirements. 
Stamped Engineering letter and calculations available upon request. Revamp patterns are designed with openings 
less than a 4” diameter to meet the less than 4” sphere pass through requirement.4 Where a pattern exceeds the 4” 
sphere limit or “ladder effect” is a concern, Revamp safety pattern matrices can be coordinated with any 
standard or custom pattern to meet safety and security requirements.
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Finishes
Revamp offers guaranteed finish solutions for all use applications. Choose among 
two-coat powder coat finish, PVDF (70% Fluoropolymer)2,3, anodized finish2, prime 
& paint, primer coat, and unfinished.
 

Material
Choose from steel, aluminum, corten, and stainless-steel materials. 

1 Fastening hardware to connect assembly product to adjacent substrate(s) by other.
2 Aluminum finish only.
3 Meets or exceeds AAMA 2605 specification.
4 Cascade (RP004), Wave (RP011), and Zen (RP012) patterns do not meet the less than 4” sphere pass through 
   requirement without safety pattern matrix. Modified patterns may be provided to meet 4” sphere pass through requirement.


